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THE LATIN SCHOOL BOOKS prepared by Prof. E. A. Andrews, exclu
sive of his Latin-English Lexicon, founded on the Latin-German Lexicon of 
Dr. Freund, constitute two distinct series, adapted to different and distinct pur
poses. The basis of the First Series is Andrews’ First Latin Book; of the 
Second, Andrews and Stoddard’s Latin Grammar.

FIRST SERIES.
This Series is designed expressly for those who commence the study of Latin 

a! a very early age, and for such as intend to pursue it to a limited extent only, 
or merely as subsidiary to the acquisition of a good English education. It con
sists of the following works, viz.:— ^

1. Andrews’ First Latin Rook: or Progressive Les
sons in Heading and Writing Latin. This small volume contains most of the 
leading principles and grammatical forms of the Latin language, and, by the 
logical precision of its rules and definitions, is admirably fitted to serve as an 
introduction to the study of general grammar. The work is divided into les
sons of convenient length, which are so arranged that the student will, in all 
cases, be prepared to enter upon the study of each successive lesson, by pos
sessing a thorough knowledge of those which preceded it. The lessons gen
erally consist of three parts:—1st. The statement of important principles in 
the form of rules or definitions, or the exhibition of orthographical or etymo
logical forms; 2d. Exercises, designed to illustrate such principles or forms; 
and 3d. Questions, intended to assist the student in preparing his lesson. In 
addition to the grammatical lessons contained in this volume, a few pages 
of Reading Lessons are annexed, and these are followed by a Dictionary com
prising all the Latin words contained in the work. This book is adapted to 
the use of all schools above the grade of primary schools, including also Acad
emies and Female Seminaries. It is prepared in such a manner that it can be 
used with little difficulty by any intelligent parent or teacher, with no previous 
knowledge of the language.

2. The Latin Reader, with a Dictionary and Notes,
containing explanations of difficult idioms, and numerous references to the 
Lessons contained in the First Latin Book.

3. The Viri Rom.Ee, with a Dictionary and Notes, re
ferring, like those of the Reader, to the First Latin Book. This series of three 
small volumes, if faithfully studied according to the directions contained in them, 
will not only render the student a very tolerable proficient in the principles ot 
the Latin language and in the knowledge of its roots, from which so many words 
of his English language are derived, but will constitute the best preparation for 
a thorough study of the English grammar.

SECOND SERIES.
Note.—The “ Latin Reader” and the “ Viri Romce,” in this series, art the same as in 

the first series.
This Series is designed more especially for those who are intending to become 

thoroughly acquainted with the Latin language, and with the principal classical 
authors of that language. It consists of the following works:—

1. Latin Lessons. This small volume is designed for the
younger classes of Latin students, who intend ultimately to take up the larger 
Grammar, but to whom that work would, at first, appear too formidable. It 
contains the prominent principles of Latin grammar, expressed in the same 
language as in the larger Grammar, arid likewise Reading and Writing Lessons, 
a it1) a DiuVonary of the Latin words and phrases occurring in the Lessons.
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VI. 1. Write in separate columns, according to their 
kind, all the particles found on pages 12, 13 and 14.

Conjunctions. Adverbs. Prepositions.
et, L. 82, (1). semper, diu, a, L. 99.
-que,L.82,(1)&(4). non, quotannis, inter,L.97,1.
atque, L. 82, (1). interdum, min!me,L.82,3&4.
neque, L. 82, (1). citius, L. 82,3 & 4. bene,

serius, L. 82,3 & 4. long6, 
nunquam, quam,
diligentissime, L. 82, 3 and 4.

Do the same with each three pages following, to page o<)




